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Above: Sun pours into the Lords’ main 
pavilion, with walnut floors and maple 
ceiling. A video piece by Tony Oursler, 
projected onto a partial mannequin, stands 
next to Casigona + Lovett’s “Bondage 
Cube.” A 1960s brass satellite chandelier 
hangs over the dining room table.

Opposite top: Courtney and Karen Lord at 
home in Aspen. Courtney is a commercial real 
estate developer and Karen is a philanthropist, 
involved with local organizations Aspen Youth 
Experience and the Aspen Community Foun-
dation. Opposite right: The over-sized steel 
and glass front door opens to reveal a bright 
cherry-red leather bench.
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haUtE hoME
art and architecture come together in perfect design at the home of Karen and Courtney Lord.
BY sUE hostEtLEr
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This page: Interior designer Larry 
Lazlo recovered the chaise lounge in 
a sherbet green ponyskin that adds a 
pop of color in the main pavilion. The 
multi-sided fireplace can be enjoyed 
from seating areas on either side.

Opposite: A photo by renowned 
German photographer Thomas Ruff 
mixes seamlessly with Deco-inspired 
chairs covered in white wool. To 
the right stands a wood carving 
by cutting-edge sculptor Stephen 
Balkenhol.
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spen has always been known for its world-class skiing, its over-the-top shopping, and its party-till-you-drop 
nightlife, but architecture and interior design? Not until recently have people started to associate these sensi-
bilities with our little mountain town. And now, if the new home of Karen and Courtney Lord is any indica-

tion, haute homes may just be Aspen’s new claim to fame. 
Courtney Lord first came to Aspen in the 60s and has been an on-and-off local ever since. Originally 

East coasters, the couple moved from Detroit for good in 2005 with their two children Rachel, 21, and 
Max, 15, they were determined to build a new home from scratch. “We were looking for lots, originally 

in the West End,” says Courtney. “On a lark our broker brought us out here”—“out here” being what 
most would assume is a less than desirable location: across from the city golf course, just north of 

Highway 82. But the shock is what a spectacular and surprisingly serene spot it has turned out to be. “I took one look at 
the view and said, ‘We can do this,’” remembers Courtney, who, it just so happens, is a rather legendary and savvy real 
estate developer. “We wanted to build a courtyard home, and this location lent itself to that.” 
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This page: The couple acquired the 
white handmade wood and felt chair 
at the annual Anderson Ranch art 
auction. Just beyond stands a steel 
sculpture by Thomas Mullaney. 

Opposite: A Vik Muniz photograph 
hangs in the dining area. The table
is steel wrapped with a Brazilian hard-
wood veneer and the green leather 
chairs are Christian Liagre for
Holly Hunt.
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This page: Dark wenge wood cabinets
offer a nice organic contrast to the
stainless steel accents and marble coun-
tertops in the open and airy kitchen.

Opposite: The Lords purchased the funky, 
two-story Thomas Glassford sculpture at the 
annual Art Basel Fair in Miami. “I originally 
wanted a tree here,” says Courtney. “We 
settled on the sculpture because I would have 
killed a tree in a week!” counters Karen. 
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  he house is built in a horseshoe shape, so every room looks out not only on the dazzling mountain  
views but on that very Zen-like courtyard garden, complete with a black granite fountain, a groovy 
firepit, the requisite hot tub, and an intriguing Bruno Romeda bronze sculpture. All doors that open 
onto the garden are made of glass and pull back for a sweeping indoor/outdoor flow. “With this U-
shaped structure you never feel like you are alone in the house,” offers Karen. “Yet everyone—the kids, 
guests—still has privacy. I also wanted immediate access to the outdoors from every room, which this 
design affords.” 

  The couple describes their relationship with their architect, Aspen–based Scott Lindenau of Studio  
 B Architects, and interior designer, New York–based Larry Lazlo, as collaborative; the design and  
 vision is very thoughtful (particularly when it comes to displaying their extensive art collection) and 
has been injected with a great deal of both Courtney and Karen’s own personalities. For example, it was important to 
them that the house to be as “green” and environmentally sensitive as possible, so materials such as rammed earth (dirt 
mixed with cement and compressed) were used to build the walls. A row of versatile Kalwall panel windows was added, 
which extract and convert energy from the sun to heat, cool, and light a space. 
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Most compelling spaces     being built today are often about fantasy and surprises.

Top left: A collection of photographs 
of iconic New York and Washington, 
D.C., landmarks by Peter Costas line
a hallway that leads to Courtney
Lord’s office.

Middle left: The Lords have owned 
the Ro Bear painting, which hangs over 
the French Deco console in the dining 
area, for more than 20 years.

Bottom left: The poured-concrete 
floor adds an element of urbanity
to the mountain home and 
surroundings.

Drapes in the master bedroom
pull back to reveal the stunning view 
of Aspen Highlands. A Peter Costas 
photo hangs to  the left of the bed.
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Most compelling spaces     being built today are often about fantasy and surprises.
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t the same time, most compelling spaces being 
built today are often about fantasy and surprises, 
not about following some tired design formula. 

New York–based interior designer Larry Lazlo 
has succeeded, creating a feeling of pure 
luxury using fabrics like ponyskin, cashmere, 
and crocodile that are unexpected yet 

perfectly and appropriately reflect the 
mountain environment. The look is 

fresh—a standout being the funky palette of furnishings that 
are sherbet green and cherry red. “In many cases, when archi-
tects do interiors, they are colder living environments,” says 
Courtney. “The furniture is predictable and everything starts 
to look the same. That’s why we chose to work with Larry.” 
Notes Karen, “There are pieces here from all of our past lives, 
different homes, so some things are new, some not.” The 
furnishings are a variety of genres: A French Deco console in 
the dining room somehow mixes seamlessly with a satellite 
chandelier from the 1960s. What links these disparate design 
ideas is the Lords’ exquisite taste coupled with a refreshingly 
extreme point of view and willingness to push the envelope.

But above all, the very obvious showstopper is the superla-
tive contemporary-art collection that fills the home. The 

couple started buying 20 years ago and have amassed an eclec-
tic blue-chip collection, with an emphasis on photography by 
artists such as Thomas Ruff, Loretta Lux, Rineke Dijkstra, 
and Spencer Tunick.  Other prominent pieces include a 
slightly disturbing video of lips and eyes by Tony Oursler, a 
funky crumpled-aluminum chair by Israeli sculptor Harush 
Shlomo and certainly the two-story-high Thomas Glassford 
installation made from oversized empty watercooler bottles. 
“We get emotional about what we see,” says Karen, “and buy 
what we really want to live with.” 

But why create all of this up in the Rockies, rather than in 
the obvious New York or Miami? “Aspen is a small town with 
big-city sophistication,” says Courtney. “You can pursue the 
intellectual as well as the outdoors. We energize our minds 
and bodies in a wonderful environment. And the sense of 
community here is amazing. It is a worldly crowd and we like 
the ease and grace of interaction that extends to visitors, 
second-home owners, people that come through town.” Adds 
Karen, “I never feel alone or stranded here.”

Some people may think Aspen life is just about money and 
glitz, but in this home there is a larger philosophical and intel-
lectual message being conveyed. Yes, this is undoubtedly the 
good life, but the Lords are the kind of people that are keeping 
the ever-changing intersection of life, art, and design relevant 
and inspirational. 

continued from page 177
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Open a new door.RICHIE
COHEN

Formerly Carol Ann Jacobson Realty

Listing Broker:  Richie Cohen 970.379.4640 cell
rcohen@clre.com • CLRE.com
606 E. Hyman Ave. • 970.925.2811 • 866.925.2811

RICHIE COHEN PRESENTS…

If you want exceptional quality and spectacular views...

STARWOOD
$16,500,000 unfurnished

■ 5 bedrooms, 5 full baths, 3 half-baths
■ 8,400 sq. ft.
■ Private 5-acre lot with views
This newest luxury house in Aspen includes every
amenity and beautiful finishes. The sweeping vistas 
from the 4,000 square feet of heated decks span the
horizon from Aspen Mountain to Sunlight Peak. 
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